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One ad in Physics 
Today reaches an 
entire network of 
professionals across 
10 physical science 
societies due to the 
unique partnership 
between Physics 
Today’s parent 
company, AIP, and 
the societies below:

Acoustical Society of 
America, American 
Association of Physicists 
in Medicine, American 
Association of Physics 
Teachers, American 
Astronomical Society, 
American Crystallographic 
Association, American 
Meteorological Society, 
American Physical Society, 
AVS: Science & Technology 
of Materials, Interfaces, and 
Processing, The Optical 
Society, The Society of 
Rheology

ABO
UT 

US
Our Readers Are  Your Customers 
Make Our Reach, Your Reach:

■  Each issue engages 103,000+ individual subscribers

■  AND 1600+ institutional subscribers (companies, 
national labs & universities with employee access to 
magazine issue content and website).

■  ADDITIONALLY, 24+ scientific conferences 
receive the print and digital edition magazine for 
attendee distribution (whether in person or virtual 
event) throughout the year (see page 15 for bonus 
distribution calendar)

■  AND every University Department Chair in Physics 
& Astronomy in the USA receives a copy of Physics 
Today each month

Physics Today’s e-newsletters are deployed throughout 
the month, with a single e-newsletter reaching up to 
66,000+ recipients. 

On social media, Physics Today dominates Facebook 
with more than 3 million fans across the globe.

North America 
74% Print
47% Online

Europe 
11% Print
21% Online

Other 
1% Print
3% Online

Asia
12% Print
23% Online

South America
1% Print
3% Online Australia

1% Print
3% Online

SOURCE: Physics Today Audience Study, Signet Research Inc, April 2020, BPA Brand Report June 2020, Google Analytics Jan–Jul 2020

The companion website, physicstoday.org, reaches 
more than 165,000 unique visitors each month 
(more than 350,000 pageviews/month). Content 
on the website includes the magazine itself but also 
features exclusive content not found elsewhere.

An Engaged Audience of Active Buyers :

Where Our Readers Work

62%   University Research & Education
   93% of University workers are in 
   active research
 20%  Commercial
 18%  Government/Non-Profit

Most Represented Fields  

1. Applied/Engineering Physics
2. Optics & Photonics
3. Engineering
4. Computational Physics
5. Materials Science
6. Condensed Matter Physics
7. Computing
8. Mathematical Physics
9. Materials Physics & Surface Science
10. Imaging Science & Technologies

Most Common Applications

1. Research Labs
2. Electronics
3. Lasers & other sources
4. Spectroscopy
5. Materials Research
6. Optical Components, systems, materials
7. Test & Measurement
8. Signal Processing/Computing
9. Imaging/Vision Systems
10. Chemistry/Chemical Engineering

Most Common Job Functions

1. Academic Research
2. Applied R&D
3. Educator (82% of educators also hold another job 

function in R&D, basic or applied research, engi-
neering, biomedical, management, consulting etc.)

4. Basic Research
5. Engineering/Design

Lasers

Software, data acquisition, and data loggers

Photonics and optics

Computer hardware

Test and measurement equipment

Detectors and sensors

Cameras and imaging

Instruments and components

Materials

Literature/books (related to work)

Power supplies

Spectroscopy, UV, visible, infrared, Fourier 
transform infrared systems, Raman systems

Analytical equipment and diagnostics

Equipment for undergraduate labs

Motion control and positioning

Semiconductor and optoelectronic 
equipment

Vacuum equipment and cryogenics

Research services

Instructional apparatus

Microscopy

Gases/gas handling

Nanoscience and nanotechnology

Bioinstrumentation and biotechnologies

Magnets and magnetic systems

Spectrometry/inductive plasma 
spectrometry

Deposition systems

READERS 
INVESTING & USING

PRODUCT 
CATEGORY

57% or 58,700+

56% or 57,600+

53% or 54,500+

52% or 53,500+

48% or 49,400+

45% or 46,300+

43% or 44,200+

42% or 43,000+

37% or 38,100+

34% or 35,000+

34% or 35,000+

34% or 35,000+ 

25% or 25,700+

24% or 24,700+

24% or 24,700+

24% or 24,700+ 

24% or 24,700+

21% or 21,600+

19% or 19,500+

19% or 19,500+

18% or 18,500+

15% or 15,400+

14% or 14,400+

12% or 12,300+

9% or 9,200+ 

8% or 8,200+

On average, each of our readers spends $2.9 million  
per year on the above products and impacts 2.4 labs and 2.16 
locations with their technology purchasing decisions.

of our readers have made 
recommendations or approvals 
that led to the purchase of a 
vendor’s products/equipment in 
the last year82%

of our readers work in 5 or more fields!47%
Only 8% of our readers consider themselves as working 
in only one field, verifying the truly multidisciplinary 
effect of work being done in areas of physics. 
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Lead Gen Options: 
Supplied Whitepapers

‘‘ ‘‘“We have been partnering with Physics 
Today for our advertising campaigns for 
many years, both print & online. We feel 
confident that we are reaching a quality 
audience who is interested in our adhesives, 
sealants & coatings. …We received leads 
from some very solid companies who 
downloaded our whitepaper.”            

                      — Jane Trager, Marketing,  
Master Bond

Each program includes:
■   Customized landing page with 

responsive design

■   100,000+ impression Email, 
social and/or website marketing 
campaign

■   Contact information for all leads

■   Content archived on our site 
indefinitely—leads all year round!

‘‘ ‘‘“The Physics Today whitepaper program has 
helped PI (Physik Instrumente) to connect 
with physicists and engineers in the optics 
and photonics community.”

— Stefan Vorndran,  
VP Marketing, Physik Instrumente

3,000 AVERAGE LANDING PAGE 
VISITS PER CAMPAIGN

Physics Today offers customized lead generation programs for your supplied 
whitepapers & webinars (live & pre-recorded). These products offer an excellent way 
to both generate marketing-qualified leads as well as position your company as a 
thought-leader alongside Physics Today’s authoritative editorial, all while obtaining 
extensive brand exposure with a comprehensive marketing campaign. 

Lead Gen Options: 
Live & Pre-recorded Webinars

Each program includes:

• Customized landing page with responsive design

• Up to 150,000+ impression Email, social and/or 
website marketing campaign

• Contact information for all leads

• Content archived on our site indefinitely—leads 
all year round!

• Option to add up to 2 registration questions

• Choose from Live or Pre-recorded Webcast

• Physics Today Editorial Moderator

• Engagement report

• Full production support for hosting platform, 
rehearsal of live event and technical support 
during broadcast

• MP4 video file

‘‘ ‘‘“Physics Today’s webinar program provides an excellent and convenient way to connect 
with their highly skilled and knowledgeable readers. The Physics Today team makes 
running a webinar a great experience for all involved. We and our guest speaker were able 
to focus on delivering our presentations and taking questions from attendees flawlessly. 
The result: tons of new contacts interested in learning more about the subject matter and 
our multiphysics modeling software.“

—Bernt Nilsson 
    Sr. VP of Marketing, COMSOL

Physics Today Webcasts each deliver an 
average of 365 registrations with a 51% 
attendance rate and 53 minutes per viewer!

Choose from a variety of 
lead-guaranteed packages!

NEW
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Dominate the Competition with  
physicstoday.org Ads

Physics Today’s web ads offer you  
exclusive exposure above the fold

Daily News BrandBlock —  
Appears on the pages updated 
daily with online only content: 
Research & Technology, 
Politics & Policy, Commentary 
& Reviews, People & History, 
Careers & Education 
 
Homepage BrandBlock —  
Appears on the Physics Today 
website homepage 
 
 
Magazine BrandBlock — 
Appears on all pages with 
content from the print 
magazine— including the 
archives

Options

1 week

1 week

1 week

Duration 

31,000 average  
impressions/wk

13,000 average  
impressions/wk

62,000 average  
impressions/wk

Impact

$900

$700

$1,360

Rate/wk

0.38%
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.35% 
 
 
 
 
0.29%

Avg. CTR

TWO ADS = ONE BRANDBLOCK

TARGETED AUDIENCE 
EXTENSION PACKAGES 
AVAILABLE!

350,000
pageviews/month 

166,429
unique visitors/month 

SOURCE: Physics Today Audience Study, Signet Research Inc, April 2020, BPA 
Brand Report June 2020, Google Analytics Jan–Jul 2020 

Drive Your Inbound with 
E-newsletter Advertising

5 e-newsletters, 3–4 positions per, choose 
from design-free ads or traditional banner

Table of
Contents

The Week  
in Physics

Digital
Edition

Product 
Spotlight

Nobel  
Prizes*

E-newsletter

30%

29%

35%

15%

33%

Open

monthly

weekly

monthly

monthly

up to 3x 
during 
Nobel 
week

Frequency

Highlights from the 
table of contents for that 
month’s magazine issue

An overview of the 
website-exclusive content 
from the week prior

For those subscribed to 
the magazine via the 
digital PDF, this email 
announces its arrival

An emailed version of the 
New Products section 
from the magazine (see 
monthly product topic 
schedule on page 15)

Immediate coverage  
of the Physics Nobel  
Prize (and Chemistry & 
Medicine when relevant)

Description

66k+

60K+

33K+

49k+

61k+

List 
Size

1.85%

2.36%

1.76%

2.09%

3.07%

Avg 
CTR

$1,600

$1,500

$800

$950

$3,500
(package
rate)

Rate 
(per ad)

Design-Free Ads— 
No Work Required!
This type of ad is crafted to 
appear seamlessly among 
editorial content. Headline, 
body copy and image are all 
linked to the site of your choice.

Block out the Competition! 
All ad positions are yours for the 
e-newsletter/week you choose.

*SOURCE: Physics Today Audience Study, Signet Research Inc, April 2020, BPA 
Brand Report June 2020, Google Analytics Jan–Jul 2020 

Custom E-newsletter

$5,000

SOLD OUT 
IN 2020 SOLD OUT IN 2020

SOLD OUT 
IN 2020

96%
95%
76%

of visitors say physicstoday.org 
is better than other science 
websites

of visitors say  
physicstoday.org is useful to 
them  in their work

of visitors say the information 
found on physicstoday.org is 
not easily found elsewhere
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Access Active Buyers with the 
Physics Today Buyer’s Guide

Our fulfillment team does all the work on your profile with your 
instruction, simply place your order!

With traffic comprised exclusively of the most serious-minded 
purchasers, the buyer’s guide is the ideal place to elevate your 
visibility for a low cost-point, year-round. 

Now managed in-house, no longer sold by Multiview

BASIC (INCLUDES 1 CATEGORY) ENHANCED (INCLUDES 10 CATEGORIES) FEATURED (UP TO 20 CATEGORIES)

$1250/YEAR

13x more impressions than 
Basic; 50% more impressions 

than Enhanced!

Featured Listing—Logo and descrip-
tion on homepage, highest visibility, 

upto 20 categories, 10 keywords

$599/YEAR

MOST POPULAR
9x more impressions than a 

Basic listing!

Enhanced Listing—Custom landing 
page included, appear above basic/free 
listings, up to 10 keywords & categories

FREE
Basic Listing—NO landing page,  

low visibility

of readers agree that 
Physics Today is effective in 
helping them learn about 
technologies and vendors for 
physical science research94%

SOURCE: Physics Today Audience Study, Signet Research Inc, April 2020, Google Analytics Jul 2019–Jun 2020

Magazine articles downloaded from the website include  
prime real estate for your message on the article cover page

PHYSICS 
TODAY  

ARTICLE  
COVER 

PAGE AD

Engage a Captive Audience with 
Article Cover Page Ads

Once downloaded/saved by  
the reader, your ad stays on the 
article page permanently!

‘‘

‘‘“ Downloadable articles are table stakes for this industry  
and I expect them from all reputable published sources”

                         — Actual reader

63% of readers say it is 
worthwhile to have 
a relevant ad on the 
article downloads

94% of readers are actively 
thinking about 
products, materials, 
equipment or systems 

required to implement the approach 
being discussed in the article they 
just downloaded

43,000 
impressions/month  

.20% CTR

$1,100/month

SOURCE: Martin Akel & Associates, User Satisfaction Survey, 2016

SOLD OUT 

IN 2020

NOW 
IN-HOUSE

Sitewide leaderboard

Sitewide Box Ad

Skyscraper in Search Results

$2900/YEAR

$2000/YEAR

$800/YEAR

VISIBILITY BOOSTERS
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Feel the Influence of 3 Million 
Physics Today Facebook Fans

The largest following of any physical science  
publication in the world

Facebook posts provide  
insight into audience  

engagement via likes, shares 
and comments AND  

deliver inbound traffic. 

Ads can be optimized to deliver the most traffic to  
your site OR to reach the most Physics Today fans— 
you choose based on your goals!

95K

3 million+ 
followers

Avg impressions 
with optimized 
reach

0.87%
Avg CTR with 

optimized clicks

$680
PER SPONSORED AD

TARGETING
OPTIONS AVAILABLE

80% of readers agree that their respect for Physics Today 
and the quality of  its  content positively influences their 
opinions of the advertisements

SOURCE: Physics Today Audience Study, Signet Research Inc, April 2020

Attract high-quality candidates with high-profile print 
ads & highly-trafficked jobsite ads

Hire Top Scientists & 
Engineers

‘‘ ‘‘“ Physics Today Jobs came through for us during a 
fairly last-minute job search. We are happy with the 
quality and the quantity of good candidates that we 
came across and would use again if the need arises!”

                                           — Kate Lenehan, nSight Corporation

26,000
UNIQUE VISITORS

4,700
RESUME DATABASE

900
Average views  

per month

5,000
Active job seekers
(accessed account within one year)

‘‘
‘‘“ Physics Today print + online is always a valuable 
tool for recruiting excellent candidates.”

                       —University of Pennsylvania

           Online Options

■   30, 60, 90 day job posts
■   Discounted bundles available
■   Upgrades include:
     –  Featured Job on homepage and 

search results
     –  Job Tweet (over 168k followers)
     –  Mention in e-alert The Week in  

Physics (60k recipients)

PHYSICSTODAY.ORG/JOBS MONTHLY SITE STATS

             Print Options: 
■   All print job ads come with online postings & Design 

services, for every issue

■   Special Careers issue each October raises your job 
visibility while offering discounted print plus online 
exposure packages

Print ads are now run of book instead of relegated to 
a classified section at the back. This means your ads 
appear alongside the editorial where readers are most 
engaged with content, raising the visibility of your job 
opening. See page 12 for data on print readers.

PHYSICS TODAY
October 2019 • volume 72, number 10 A publication of the American Institute of Physics

The paths from
PhD to job

What physicists 
do at Boeing

Advice on
leaving academia

Annualcareers
issue

http://physicstoday.org/jobs
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■  A Global Audience: 103,000+ subscribers across the 
globe each month

■   Triple the Exposure: Each copy of Physics Today 
is passed along to 2 additional readers—an added 
206,000+ eyes for your ads—or a grand total of 
309,000+ readers!

■  Engaged Readers: 87% of subscribers regularly 
read each issue, with 80% of them keeping their 
issues for future reference.

■  BPA Audited: Guaranteed circulation promises we 
reach as far as we claim; reports available 

■  Relied Upon at Work: 93% of readers say 
Physics Today is an important resource in 
their work/research

■  Preferred Among Similar Publications: 97% of 
readers rank Physics Today as higher quality than 
other science magazines

■  A Destination Information Source: 81% 
of readers say the information found in 
Physics Today magazine is not easily 
found elsewhere

■  FREE Ad Studies: Quantitative 
measurements for your ad programs, 
to help justify your spend and impact—
offered to all June & December print 
advertisers. A $5,000 value per study!

■  FREE Advertorial Page: Spend at least 
$40,000 on print within a 12-month 
period & receive a full page of advertorial 
to share information about your 
company’s origins, successes and latest 
product advances. Coined ‘Industry 
ViewPoint,’ your supplied copy is edited 
by our team and placed into a designed 
template in the issue of your choice

■  Award Winning Magazine: The Association Media 
& Publishing awarded Physics Today EXCEL awards 
in 2020 for two feature articles, “Tracking the 
journey of a uranium cube” (May 2019) and “John 
Wheeler’s H-bomb blues” (December 2019)

■  Bonus Distribution: The magazine is sent to a 
variety of scientific tradeshows year-round (print 
magazine for in-person events; link to digital edition 
for virtual). Access this added audience with a print 
ad. See page 15 for the calendar of shows

Print Advertising Options for 
Every Budget and Goal

When print is a part of your media mix, readers notice Choose from a wide variety of shapes and sizes to suit 
your needs

99% of readers took action 
after reading/seeing something 
in Physics Today

20% of subscribers read ONLY Physics Today. 
That’s 20,000+ readers you cannot reach 
through any other publication in the market.

Cover Ad: 
Make a bold statement every issue. Must be purchased in  
6 or 12 month packages. Options: Cover 2 (inside front) 
Cover 3 (inside back), Cover 4 (outside back).

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

Spread:  
Display your message with stronger impact  
by spanning two pages. Also available as a  
half-page spread.

2

3

4

Tip-On: 
Take over the cover with  
this option—the message  
or ad of your choice is  
adhered to the front of  
the magazine. Be the first 
thing readers will see a 
tip-on.

Blow-Ins: 
A dramatic emphasis for 
your latest promotion— a 
loose card or folded piece 
that is placed within the  
pages of the magazine. 
There’s no way to flip past  
a blow-in!

Polybag: 
Have a publication, poster  
or other message of your 
own you’d like to package 
with Physics Today to ex-
pand your reach? Polybag it 
with our magazine for a high 
profile slot that is sure to 
garner extensive attention.

Insert: 
Captivate your potential  
buyers. Opt for thicker  
paper—a message that  
cannot be missed.

2

3

4

1/3 Page
Horizontal

1/3 Page
Vertical

Full Page 1/2 Page
Horizontal

Mini Page 1/4 Page1/3 Page
Square

1/6 Page 1/8 Page

Need Design Help?
We have in-house creative services available. Ask 
your sales consultant for more information.

Ready to talk about your ad program?
Quotes are customized based on your budget, 
goals and preferences. Contact your sales 
consultant today. See page 16 for your sales contact.

This ad designed by Physics Today creative staff. 
Need an ad designed? Let us know!

Ask about premium placements!

SOURCE: Physics Today Audience Study, Signet Research 
Inc, April 2020, BPA Brand Report June 2020

Print Advertising  
Means Business
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FROM THE EDITOR

Open access for and against
Charles Day

I n 2013 the Obama administration mandated that scientific 

papers reporting the results of federally funded research be freely

available one year after publication. This past December rumors

spread that the Trump administration is considering reducing the

embargo time to zero. Although the White House has yet to confirm

a new mandate, the rumors were sufficiently substantiated that two

coalitions of scholarly publishers promptly sent letters to President

Trump urging him to reconsider.

The case for immediate open access (OA) is strong. NASA,

NSF, and other federal agencies disburse research grants that

are funded by US taxpayers. Tuition revenue and state taxes

fund scientists at public universities. Why, having helped pay

for a research project, should a US taxpayer face the choice of

either waiting 12 months to read the corresponding paper or

paying for prompt access?

Whether immediate OA becomes mandatory will depend in

part on the opposing arguments. How persuasive are they?

The 18 December letter to Trump organized by the Associ-

ation of American Publishers (AAP) and signed by 135 profes-

sional societies builds its case around upholding US leadership

in science. While I accept that invoking patriotism is sometimes

necessary when appealing to politicians, I +nd the practice un-

savory. Science is an international enterprise.

Still, how strongly is a country’s scienti+c prestige tied to

its homegrown journals? Weakly, in my view. None of the top

physics journals is Japanese, yet Japan is a physics power-

house. In 1994 Stuttgart-based Holtzbrinck Publishing Group

bought a controlling stake in London-based Macmillan Pub-

lishers, owners of Nature, arguably the world’s foremost scien-

ti+c journal. Nature and its swelling number of stablemates re-

main under German ownership. The UK’s standing in science

has not fallen nor has Germany’s risen as a result.

The AAP letter asserts that peer-reviewed articles are “li-

censed to users in hundreds of foreign countries, supporting

billions of dollars in U.S. exports.” The United Nations recog-

nizes 195 countries. Given that “hundreds” is an exaggeration,

I suspect “billions” is too. Still, the authors of the AAP letter are

right to point to the economic impact of immediate OA. The

question of who pays is paramount.

An 18 December letter to Trump signed by 62 scholarly pub-

lishers points out that scienti+c societies use subscription rev-

enue to fund worthy activities. “One particular area of impor-

tance,” the letter says, “is strengthening U.S. STEM infrastructure

through education, career, and outreach programs.” The trans-

fer of money from libraries to societies is defensible. But it

seems to me unfair to expect, say, the University of Tokyo or the

Max Planck Society to subsidize programs that bene+t the US.

In its 2018 industry overview, the International Association

of Scienti+c, Technical and Medical Publishers reported that its

members incur expenses of around $4000 to publish a peer-

 reviewed paper in an archival journal.1 When publishers offer

authors the option to make their papers freely and instantly 

accessible, the fee is also around $4000. Journal subscriptions

are of the same order. Online-only subscriptions to the two

biggest astronomy journals by volume, Astrophysical Journal and

Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, cost $2175 and

$10 249 a year. (ApJ levies page charges to offset publishing ex-

penses; MNRAS does not.)

With those numbers in mind, you can see how the impact

of immediate OA depends on how proli+c an institution’s re-

searchers are. If an astronomy department publishes more than

four or so papers a year, buying subscriptions could be cheaper

than paying author fees. Kent Anderson made that point last

year in The Scholarly Kitchen: The subscription model, he con-

tends, is signi+cantly more cost-effective than the OA model

because publishing expenses are borne by both readers and

authors.2

Despite its advantages, the subscription model is over-

stretched. As diagnosed by Aileen Fyfe and her coauthors,3 the

underlying problem is that academics are evaluated on research

published in traditional journals despite the existence of alter-

native outlets. So they publish more, and scholarly publishers,

whether for-pro+t or nonpro+t, respond by launching more jour-

nals. Libraries’ bills keep going up.

Immediate OA would bring relief to libraries and compel

researchers to be more judicious in what they publish, but at

what cost? 

References
1. R. Johnson, A. Watkinson, M. Mabe, The STM Report: An Overview

of Scientific and Scholarly Publishing, International Association of

Scientific, Technical, and Medical Publishers (2018).

2. K. Anderson, “Guest Post: The Surprisingly Low Burden of Sub-

scriptions at Institutions,” The Scholarly Kitchen (21 May 2019). 

3. A. Fyfe et al., “Untangling Academic Publishing: A History of the

Relationship . . . ,” Zenodo (25 May 2017). PT
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www.kimballphysics.com
311 Kimball Hill Road, Wilton,NH 03086-9742 USA

UHV MULTI -CF FITTINGS
Some of the over 100 Available

Custom Encouraged
Metric and Titanium Available

EFG - 7 (1500 eV)

EGH - 6210 (60 keV)

•   Electron guns for solar wind studies on satellite components

• Custom chambers

•  Magnetic optical column for semiconductor inspection and 
high energy Transmission Electron Microscope

• LaB6 for FEL experimental brain surgery

• MBE gun for Space Shuttle missions

• CubeSat low power emitters

ELECTRON GUN SYSTEMS
Flood beams, small spot
High brightness LaB6

Ultra-fast ps to fs Photo Emission Guns
1 eV to 100 keV

Stainless Steel

Titanium

Kimball Physics is now celebrating its 50th Anniversary!

PT_Feb20_p9_Blank-Ad-Page.qxd  1/21/2020  1:40 PM  Page 9
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Biophysical Society (BPS) Feb 22–26

Industry Innovations:  
Sponsored Content
Industry Innovations brings readers and brand- 
leaders together as engaging, authoritative 
editorial in the magazine & on our website

Physics Today now offers dedicated space in the print magazine as well as the website, for industry  
leaders to include exclusive content within editorial wells.

How it Works:

A collaborative approach ensures the content will be well-suited to the Physics Today audience, 
maximizing the success and penetration of your messages.

■   An initial discovery call with our editor-in-chief helps set the content in motion, giving it direction  
and definition.

■   A freelance writer is assigned to your article and will work with you to craft the piece. Embracing  
Physics Today’s style and fit, the final product will flow seamlessly among the rest of the editorial.

■   Include an image along with your final sign-off and you’ve secured your brand as a thought leader 
among Physics Today’s elite readership!

We promote your 
content within our 
existing channels, 
with the rest of the 
magazine’s editorial 
content, which 
includes highlights on 
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FROM THE EDITOR

The economics of progress
Charles Day

O n 9 February of this year, a British Airways Boeing 747-436

landed at London’s Heathrow Airport 80 minutes ahead of

schedule. Its flight from New York’s JFK International Airport

had taken just 4 hours and 56 minutes, thanks to a boost it received

from Storm Ciara’s powerful winds. No other subsonic airliner has

crossed the Atlantic Ocean so quickly.

The previous fastest subsonic crossing, 5 hours and 1 minute,
was made 41 years ago by a Vickers VC10 operated by BOAC.
Granted, the plane took the shorter route from New York to
Glasgow, Scotland. Still, the longevity of the VC10’s record is
remarkable, and it’s due to the economics of air travel. Carrying
more passengers in bigger planes is more pro,table than �ying
a smaller number in faster planes.

The record for the fastest transatlantic crossing made by an
ocean liner—an accolade called the Blue Riband—has lasted
even longer. It was set in July 1952 by the SS United States,
whose average speed was 34.51 knots (63.91 km/h, 39.71 mph).
The voyage took 3 days, 12 hours, and 12 minutes.

A previous Blue Riband holder, the SS Normandie, entered
service for Compagnie Générale Transatlantique in 1935. Pas-
sengers marveled at its grand Art Deco public rooms and sump-
tuous cabins. The ship’s rival, Cunard’s RMS Queen Mary, was
just as luxurious, but because it had a higher fraction of public
rooms and cabins devoted to the more numerous second- and
third-class passengers, it made more money. The one true ocean
liner sailing today, Cunard’s RMS Queen Mary 2, made its maiden
voyage from Southampton, UK, to Fort Lauderdale, Florida, in
January 2004. Its maximum speed is 4.5 knots slower than that
of the United States. Being faster was not worth the cost. 

Economic considerations also play into
the progress of science. Most basically, the
total amount of money available constrains
how much research gets done. When I vis-
ited physics departments in Hong Kong in
2008, I saw world-class experiments, all of
which were being carried out in modestly
sized facilities. The Hong Kong government
supports curiosity-driven, peer-reviewed re-
search, but not to the point that the terri-
tory’s scientists can do big, expensive exper-
iments. Individual countries balk at building
a 30-meter-class optical telescope by them-
selves. They have to band together. 

Most democracies dole out science fund-
ing using a combination of political priori-
ties and community review. We like to think

that the best science is, within reason, funded. But that’s not al-
ways the case. As Jason Callahan wrote in his December 2019
Commentary for PHYSICS TODAY, when it comes to NASA’s
space missions, sometimes a politician’s personal preferences
enter the fray.

A subtler in�uence is what’s in fashion. Some ,elds explode
with activity after a momentous discovery. In 2004 Konstantin
Novoselov and Andre Geim devised a cheap and convenient
way to make graphene, whose exotic properties had been pre-
dicted by theorists. Nine years later, after more than 3000 papers
on graphene had appeared in the journals of the American
Physical Society alone, the European Union launched Graphene
Flagship, a €1 billion ($1.1 billion) research initiative. I welcome
the largesse, but I worry that it could be starving less fashion-
able ,elds.

Indeed, we should be especially concerned about ,elds that
are currently unfashionable. Venerable classical electromagnet-
ism spawned the vibrant ,eld of negative refractive index ma-
terials. Dynamical astronomy was not a popular ,eld when I was
a grad student in the 1980s. Now it’s revived, thanks to the dis-
covery of other solar systems and the European Space Agency’s
astrometry missions, Hipparcos (1989–93) and Gaia (2013–). Few-
body physics has also undergone a revival. Whoever kept

funding those ,elds and—crucially—hiring
researchers who practiced them during their
dormancy deserves credit.

It’s difficult, perhaps impossible, to pre-
dict what ,elds might be ripe for a revival,
which means funders should continue to
support curiosity-driven research regardless
of fashion. And they should continue to sup-
port research that has yet to achieve its ul-
timate goal, despite decades of effort. I’m
hopeful that physicists will eventually recon-
cile quantum mechanics and general relativ-
ity, formulate a microscopic theory of high-
Tc superconductivity, and identify the nature
of dark matter—to name just three. Con-
tinuing to fund those and other challenging
quests will hasten their completion. PT

Albert Einstein’s 
1950 speech, 

“Physics, philosophy,
and scientific progress,”

was reproduced in 
PHYSICS TODAY’s 

June 2005 issue. 
Read it online at 

www.physicstoday.org
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Last year Google announced that its 53-qubit quantum computer had performed 
a task in 200 seconds that would take a classical supercomputer 10 000 years. The 
achievement was an important step for demonstrating the viability of quantum com-
puting, says University of Toronto nanoelectronics researcher Sorin Voinigescu. But 
there are still major challenges ahead. “Most people in the industry can’t see how the 
current technology can be scaled to thousands or millions of qubits,” he says.

Voinigescu and colleagues are exploring one prospective path by attempting to 
turn the conventional transistors used in smartphones and computers into qubits. 
They reported last year in IEEE Electron Device Letters that, using the ubiquitous 
complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) manufacturing platform, they 
had successfully built a chip that contains both a potential qubit and its readout 
electronics. The goal is to demonstrate the effectiveness of transistors as qubits 
and then scale up the process so that many of them can be packed on a single chip.

The team used some of the smallest existing CMOS transistors, which, at 6 nm by 
18 nm by 50 nm, are small enough to show quantum properties when cooled, much 
like a quantum dot. A qubit requires a system of two energy levels. The Toronto team 
hopes to create electron-spin and hole-spin qubits by cooling the transistors to 4 K 
and applying a 2.5 T magnetic field to split their lowest-energy state.

Along with leveraging existing manufacturing methods, the single-chip design cuts 
out several sources of noise. The Google machine’s qubits are made from Josephson 
junctions operating below 20 mK; its control systems reside far away and operate 
at 4 K or higher. The connections between qubits and control introduce significant 
capacitance, delay, and loss, Voinigescu says. In contrast, the Toronto team’s proto-
type integrates qubits and control and operates at the same 4 K temperature.

Transforming transistors into qubits won’t be seamless. Because the transistors are 
designed for use in electronics operating at room temperature, the Toronto team 
must demonstrate that the cooled device can indeed operate as a qubit.

To perform such sensitive cryogenic measurements, Voinigescu and his colleagues 
have turned to a new probe station manufactured by Lake Shore Cryotronics, 
a 50-year-old company based in Ohio. Lake Shore’s CPX-VF-LT device allows the 
Toronto team to cool its new chip, apply a magnetic field, and generate milli- 
meter-wave signals to fully characterize electronic behavior.

In their recent study, the researchers addressed the qubit and profiled the perfor-
mance of the readout system, repeatedly running their probe station to the limit of 
its 60-liter liquid helium capacity—about six hours’ worth of investigation. “Mea-
surements at such low temperatures take much longer than at room temperature,” 
Voinigescu says. “You need to use very fine steps to capture the quantum effects.”

The data obtained from cryogenic DC and S-parameter measurements are prom-
ising, Voinigescu says, but obstacles remain. For example, the spin-flip transition 
energy required to address the elevated-temperature qubit corresponds to radia-
tion at 70 GHz, a challenging regime for electronics manufacturers. And although 
having the control and readout electronics on the same chip cuts out the capac-
itance from long cables, it means any heat generated by additional components 
could threaten the qubit’s coherence. “It ’s the most complex and interesting thing 
I have ever worked on,” Voinigescu says.

Phil Dooley is a freelance writer and former laser physicist based in Canberra, 
Australia.

Industry Innovations offers sponsored content made possible by the supporting 
company. Articles are written by freelancers and edited by PHYSICS TODAY to uphold 
their accuracy, quality, and value to readers. This Industry Innovations was spon-
sored by Lake Shore Cryotronics, Inc.

Phil Dooley

Transforming transistors into qubits
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At left, University of Toronto PhD student Shai Bonen tests qubit structures. At right is the cryogenic probe station used in the experiments. (Photos courtesy of Sorin Voinigescu.)
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        —Lisa Campbell, Marketing Manager
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‘‘ ‘‘“We always look to Physics Today when planning a campaign. They are one of the most respected names 
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